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Your trial’s success depends on  
accurate, timely patient data. We’ve 
devised a better way to capture it.

Paper diaries are inefficient and cumbersome,  

yet they remain the most common method  

of collecting patient data in clinical trials.  

They’re a chore for patients to use, and so are 

interactive voice response systems. The costly  

result: missing and incomplete data that can 

undermine your research.
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PREMIER MOBILE ePRO
Accurate, timely patient-reported outcomes

Premier Mobile ePRO is a smartphone-based data entry system that’s fast, intuitive, and easy 

to use. Patients enter data by answering questions using a device they’re already comfortable 

with – their own smartphone.

Ease of use means you’ll get better patient compliance and more accurate data. After logging 

in securely using their ID and PIN, patients answer questions such as their pain on a 0-10 scale 

(NPRS), whether they took their medication or rescue medication, and if so the amount. The 

questions are presented in a simple and intuitive format making it easy to complete – it takes 

about two minutes from start to finish.

Fully customizable

Questions are fully customizable depending on the study requirements.  And you’ll receive 

the data electronically, bypassing the need to manually translate inputs from hundreds or 

thousands of paper diaries.

Premier Mobile ePRO is available as part of a full-service offering, or stand-alone service. 
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Your study is only as good  
as the data it generates.

Our smartphones have become like personal 

appendages. What more logical way to collect patient 

reported outcomes than through a device patients 

have at their side day and night? The ePro application 

is second nature to anyone comfortable with texting 

or searching the web.
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